
Rembrandt Concrete Stains

Have an existing interior concrete surface 

that needs a makeover? Creating a 

new decorative floor for residential or 

commercial use has never been easier 

with CCS Rembrandt Concrete Stains.  

Stains are applied to CCS Stylepave 

resurfacing compound to produce an 

attractive finishing stain to create a wide 

variety of unique finishes such as:

• Marble,

• Sandstone,

• Tiles, and 

• Wood grain textures

 A finishing coat of CCS sealer protects 

the floor from spills and grime allowing for 

an easy to clean seamless finish.

Why Choose Rembrandt?

The advantage of Rembrandt Concrete Stains to other types of 
finishes are:

• Easy to clean smooth finish

• Long lasting

• Resistant to spills and moisture

• Complete water-based system

• Vast array of colour combinations

• Uniqueness – no two floors are the same

• Cost effective

Ideal for internal floors
• Rumpus rooms and home gyms

• Foyers, reception areas

• Light commercial – cafes and retail



Rembrandt Stains Colour Range

Antique Green

Raw Umber

Aztec Red

Saxon Brown

Blue Stone

Sunflower

Midnight

Vanilla

CCS uses computer generated imagery (CGI) to provide graphical representations of our products where actual photos are 
not available. The colours and finishes of the products featured within all CCS imagery are as close to the CCS range as CGI, 
photographic lighting and our printing processes allow. Different camera angles, although not designed to be misleading, can 
sometimes distort actual size and distances. We recommend checking your chosen colour against a sample of the product 
before purchasing as varying light conditions and limitations of the printing process affect colour tones. CCS are marketed and 
distributed by River Sands Pty Ltd ABN 41 009 919 215, trading as Concrete Colour Systems.

Visit www.concretecoloursystems.com.au 

Phone 1800 077 744 

Samples  info@concretecoloursystems.com.au

Follow  CCS.Colours    concretecoloursystems
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Preparation begins with a thorough cleaning to ensure 
a sound, uncoated concrete substrate. This allows for a 
strong bond to form between the surface, the products 
and coatings when applied.

CCS Stylepave Resurfacing Compound is applied, then 
any design feature chosen is added to the surface. This 
may consist of using tools, scribes and filament tape for 
particular patterns. The selected CCS Rembrandt Stain 
is applied to deliver a spectacular look. The last step 
in the process is to apply two clear top coats of either 
gloss or stain sealer.

Rembrandt Stain – additional  
coats will intensify colour

CCS Stylepave  
Resurfacing  
Compound

Prepared  
concrete base

Two protective  
top coats 

How is a Rembrandt Concrete Stain Floor Created?

We may be able to create custom colours for your application.  Simple provide us with either a sample swatch of the 
colour or the closest paint colour using a major paint company colour card.
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